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Abstract
Some of the biggest challenges in the retail sourcing lie in predicting demand for a new article
and making purchase decisions such as quantity, source, transportation mode and time of the order.
Such decisions become more complex and time consuming as the number of SKUs and suppliers
increase. The thesis addresses the issue of managing retail sourcing using forecasting and optimization
based decision system developed for Zara, a leading fast-fashion clothing retailer.
We started with an existing pre-season demand forecasting method that uses POS data from a
comparable older article to forecast demand for a new article after adjusting for stock-outs and
seasonality. We developed and compared various forecast updating methods for accuracy and found
that an exponential smoothing-based model, modified to accommodate for changes in level few steps
ahead, resulted in highest accuracy using Cumulative Absolute Percentage Error (CAPE).
Next, we implemented a profit-maximizing optimization model to produce explicit sourcing
decisions such as quantity, time and source of orders. The model takes in distributional forecasts, supply
constraints, holding cost, pricing information and outputs explicit sourcing decisions mentioned above.
A prototype for forecasting and optimization code is ready and currently being evaluated to secure
approval for a live pilot for Summer 2013 campaign sourcing.
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1 Introduction
This section aims to briefly introduce the thesis and related project, the problem statement, the
key thesis ideas as well as the thesis structure.
1.1 Thesis Background - Zaral Project
The thesis discusses the key topics studied during the summer-fall 2011 project at Zara as part
of Leaders for Global Operations (LGO) program. Past LGO projects at Zara were targeted at the
downstream operations such as distribution optimization and sales pricing. The summer-fall 2011
project was a direct follow-on project of another LGO project. Together the two projects, referred to as
the Zaral within the company, targeted the upstream demand forecasting and sourcing of new clothing
articles'.
1.2 Problem Statement
Each year Zara sells thousands of clothing designs across its three departments: man, woman
and children. Many designs are available in more than one color and each colored article may be
available in one or more sizes. Between the Summer 2011 and Winter 2011 selling seasons, known as
campaigns, Zara sold about 11000 different clothing designs. These 11000 designs further translated
into about 32000 design-color combinations and about 58000 design-color-size combinations.
Each of the three departments has a team of five to ten buyers. These fashion savvy employees
are responsible to procure hundreds or thousands of articles not just for the pre-season sales but also
for subsequent replenishments. They need to determine the quantity of each clothing article, their
source, transportation method as well as time of order. Buyers need to make the difficult tradeoffs
between cost and lead time for thousands of articles, which is very time consuming. Thus, there is a
need for a scalable system to assist buyers in making such complex purchasing decisions. Also, there is a
1 Throughout the document, we will use the word article to refer to a clothing design.
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significant opportunity for the project to improve the company's profits. In 2011, Inditex's Net Sales
were equal to C13.79B and total Cost of Sales was equal to (5.61B, resulting in Gross Profit of C8.2B.
Zara accounted for 65% percent of the group net sales with its own net sales of C8.9B [1]. At such an
enormous scale, even a one percent reduction in sourcing costs can increase the gross profits by millions
of euros.
The goal of Zaral project was to develop an analytical decision support system to provide more
consistent and explicit sourcing decisions. The approach for solving this problem and results will be
discussed in the subsequent chapters.
1.3 Thesis Structure
Chapter 1 provides project introduction and the problem statement. Chapter 2 provides a more
detailed background on the company and the buying process. It also outlines the approach we used to
develop a decision support system for sourcing at Zara. Chapter 3 contains a literature review on point
forecasts and distributional forecasts, forecast error measurement metrics and inventory optimization.
Chapter 4 discusses the concept and formulation of the optimization model used to generate detailed
sourcing decisions. Chapter 5 discusses the method we used for updating point forecasts. Chapter 6
shows our method to derive distributional forecasts and learning curve information using the point
forecast and empirical forecast errors. Chapter 7 contains sensitivity analysis for the optimization model.
Chapter 8 provides our recommendations for future work and thesis conclusion.
2 Project Background
Section 2.1 provides a brief company background including the group history and the key
features of Zara's business model. Section 2.2 provides details on the sourcing process at Zara relevant
for the project.
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2.1 Company Background
The Inditex Group is the largest fast fashion chain, by revenue, in the world with revenues of
C12.5B in 2010 and C13.79B in 2011. The group consists of eight different store formats: Zara, Pull &
Bear, Massimo Dutti, Bershka, Stradivarius, Oysho, Zara Home and Uterqie. As of March 2012, the
group owned 5402 stores in 78 different countries [1], [2], [3].
2.1.1 History
Armancio Ortega Gaona, founder and chairman of the Inditex Group, began textile
manufacturing operations in 1963 and by 1974 he owned several factories. In 1975, he opened the first
Zara store in downtown A Coruha, a remote coastal city in the northwest part of Spain. Thus, Zara is the
first retail store format for the parent company and till this day remains the flagship brand at Inditex [4].
Over the next decade, several Zara stores were launched in major cities in Spain. In 1985, Inditex was
"founded as the holding company of the group of businesses operating at the time" [4].
Since 1985, the Inditex group grew both organically, by expanding in European and international
markets and launching brands such as Pull & Bear, Bershka, Oysho, Zara home and Uterque, organically
as well inorganically, by acquiring brands such as Massimo Dutti and Stradivarius [4]. Of all brands, Zara
accounts for roughly 65% of the group's net sales [1].
2.1.2 Business Model
Zara's fast-fashion retailing model aims at bringing the latest fashion trends from the runway to
the stores fast. It can bring a product from design to store in as little as 15 days. Zara stores create "a
sense of tantalizing exclusivity" by displaying only a few units per design [5]. This creates a sense of
urgency amongst the customers, who are tempted to buy the article before it runs out. Zara also
displays thousands of designs each year. Articles that are not selling well after few weeks of introduction
are taken off the display. Large number of new designs, lower stock per design and limited time to buy
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motivate the customer to visit the store more frequently compared to other stores. Zara relies solely on
its products, store location, store appearance and word of mouth advertising to promote sales and
spends only about 0.3% of its sales on advertising, compared to 3-4% that the competitors spend [5].
The above model requires all the aspects of the business from design to store delivery to
respond fast to the changing trends and customer tastes. For Zara, the challenge is further heightened
as it operates in multiple markets with different customer preferences. Zara has a successful formula to
tackle these challenges and we would like to briefly mention some of these well-documented and
important factors involved in its success.
Zara has developed a "superresponsive" supply chain by maintaining excellent communication
through all layers of the organization, by adopting and adhering to a strict routine for information and
product flows and by investing in a flexible supply chain [5].
The physical and organizational setup at Zara drives the closed loop communication. For its
three main product sections - Man, Woman and Children, Zara has different departments, all located at
the headquarters in Coruna. Each department has its own designers, market representatives and buyers.
The designers are mainly responsible for creating new garment designs. The market representatives
specialize in certain regions of Zara's sales network and collect the fashion trend information from their
regions. The buyers are sourcing experts and work with suppliers to order the garments. They make
decisions regarding total quantity, cost, shipping method and time of order for finished garments. While
the three departments are separated with walls, each department has open sitting arrangement, which
allows for fast and direct communication within the department. There is constant communication
amongst the different organizational layers: between stores and the market representatives at the
headquarters (via PDAs and telephone conversations), between the market representatives and the
buyers, between the buyers and the designers. Such fast, regular and direct communications channels
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allow Zara to stay in touch with both the product and the customer, which allows it to react fast to
market needs [5].
Zara's processes are designed to allow for timely information and product flows. For example,
the stores place orders to the headquarters bi-weekly and also receive shipments from one of the two
distribution centers (DC) at the same frequency. Such predictability of shipments aids capacity planning
at the DCs, shipment scheduling with the carriers and product display planning at the stores. The bi-
weekly order fulfillment schedule allows Zara to quickly react to demand variations and fluctuations in
the different markets [5].
Zara's focus on maintaining fast response supply chain, allows it to make supply chain decisions
that are sometimes contrary to general practice. Although Zara operates in five continents, it has only
two DCs both located in Spain, one next to the group headquarters in Arteixo and one in Zaragoza. This
arrangement results in higher transportation costs, especially because of the bi-weekly shipment model,
but also allows greater flexibility in responding to different market demands. Using pre-scheduled trucks
and airfreight deliveries, inventory is shipped from the DCs to European stores in 24 hours, to US stores
in 48 hours and Japanese stores in 72 hours. Also, excess capacity at the warehouses allows fast-
response while facing high variability in demand [5].
2.2 Sourcing at Zara
Each of the three departments at Zara has its own buying team, consisting of five to ten buyers.
They determine sourcing details such as the quantity, location and time for order as well as shipping
method via which to bring the items into one of the two main DCs. Once the order has arrived at the DC,
it is then distributed to stores around the world. The quantity arriving at the DC determines how much
can be distributed to the stores, so it is crucial for Zara to optimally manage the quantity and timing of
these orders.
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2.2.1 Buying Timeline
Zara divides its annual buying budget into two main campaigns - Summer and Winter. Regular
summer campaign runs from late January until early June, after which the remaining articles are sold at
a markdown price during the clearance sales. Similarly, regular winter campaign runs from July to
December, after which the remaining winter articles are sold at a markdown price during the clearance
sales.
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FE MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG
2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2011 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012
ReoulirSummer 2012 Sao
Asia
MCI
Figure 1. Buying Timeline for Summer 2012 Campaign
Figure 1 shows the buying timeline for Summer 2012 campaign. Zara buys from three main
supply regions, known as circuits. Long circuit suppliers are located in Asia. Zara uses two different
transportation modes - ocean and air, to ship from long circuit suppliers. Medium circuit suppliers are
typically located in Europe or Middle East, while short circuit suppliers are factories in Portugal or Zara's
own factories next to the headquarters in Arteixo. Articles from the medium and short circuit suppliers
are typically shipped via ground transportation. Supply lead time, including production and
transportation time, varies from 90 days for long circuit to 15 days for the local factories.
With a few exceptions, Zara uses a multi-vendor strategy, allowing it to procure the same article
from multiple vendors often located in different circuits. These multiple sourcing options pose a trade-
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off between lead time and cost. In order to take advantage of the low cost Asian suppliers, Zara would
need to start placing orders at least three to four months in advance of the selling period. On the other
hand, they can place an order at the local factory just two to three weeks before the selling season, but
at a higher cost. Shorter lead times translate to more accurate demand information and reduced
inventory costs, but higher purchase costs. Longer lead times translate to reduced purchase cost, but
higher inventory costs tied up as working capital.
Due to sufficient planning time for pre-season orders, long circuit suppliers are often a better
choice than short circuit suppliers for such orders. However, the pre-season orders are based on new
article forecast, made using point of sales (POS) data for similar article, known as a 'comparable'. A
comparable is an article sold in previous campaign and used as a sales reference for the new article
based on certain attributes such as department (Man vs. Woman), style, fabric, etc. The sales of the new
article may differ significantly from its pre-season forecast due to changes in consumer tastes triggered
by changing trends, changes in macro-economic factors such a recession, etc. As a result the first week
of a new article introduction is often an important predictor of large changes in article demand from the
pre-season forecast. Buyers often determine whether to replenish an article based on the first week
sales. If the new article demand is high compared to the forecast, the buyers need to replenish the
article fast in order to ensure article availability during regular season, making medium or short circuit
suppliers a better option compared to the long circuit suppliers. We aimed to design an optimization-
based system to help optimize such trade-offs.
2.3 Solution Approach
The goal of the Zaral project was to develop a forecasting and optimization based support
system to aid Zara's sourcing decisions. The project was divided into two sub-projects. The first sub-
project Zarala aimed at developing an article-level pre-season demand forecast, which is used to place
the pre-season orders well in advance of the selling period. Details of Zarala project can be found in
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Tatiana M. Bonnefoi's thesis titled 'Demand Forecast for Short Life Cycle Products: Zara Case Study' [6].
The key outputs from the first project used for the second project, Zaraib, were:
Method to derive pre-season demand forecast using point-of-sale and stock-out data
e Method to calculate seasonality factors using the sales data
In Zaraib, we aimed to implement an optimization model to produce explicit purchasing
decisions for clothing articles. The linear optimization model, developed by Professor Jeremie Gallien
and Professor Adam Mersereau, takes as input the distributional forecasts and learning curve
information along with supply and pricing information for the article, and outputs optimum quantity,
source, time and transportation mode for the order. We developed a method to create distributional
forecast from a given point forecast and historical forecasting errors and also a method to estimate a
learning curve, which shows expected improvement in forecasts for various update periods. When
running the optimization model prior to selling season, we use the initial demand forecast developed in
Zarala project and converted it to distributional forecast. Once the season starts, the initial forecast can
then be adjusted according to actual demand 2 of the article. This updated demand forecast is converted
to updated distributional forecast, which is supplied to the optimization model to produce updated
replenishment orders for the remaining weeks in the season. We developed various forecast updating
methods and selected one method based on forecast accuracy metric selected via literature review on
forecast error metrics as described in Section 3.1.
From the implementation perspective, forecast updating, distributional forecast and learning
curve and optimization method programming was modular. The forecast updating code can update a
given point forecast, pre-season or previous update, by comparing the input forecast to the actual
demand. The distributional forecast code can take any point forecast, pre-season or updated, and
related historical errors and output distributional forecast. Similarly, code for the optimization model is
2 We refer to demand of an article as the quantity calculated after adjusting sales for stock-outs. The details for
sales to demand calculation can be found in Bonnefoi's thesis [6].
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independent of internal details of the previous phases. Appendix A shows a more detailed process map
for the project.
3 Literature Review
The main goal of forecast updating method is to take into account any forecast errors in the
previous forecasts after observing newer sales data and make adjustments in the forecasts for the
remainder of product life. In this section we would like to review some of the literature in relation to
forecast accuracy metrics and forecast updating methods.
3.1 Forecast Accuracy Measurement Literature
Demand forecasts are represented by time series as expected demand of the article by the
calendar week. Each series starts at the earliest week that can be predicted, but for which the real sales
have not been observed yet. For example, the pre-season forecast series starts from the first week of
the selling period. The first forecast update series, made after observing one week of real sales starts
from the second week of the selling period. The last week of the forecast horizon for a series is the week
when the series demand settles down to zero or the last week before the markdown period, whichever
comes first. Demand forecasts can be made at country level or aggregated across many countries or
entire sales network.
Comparing two demand forecasts for the same article meant comparing two different time
series. The goal was to find error measurement metrics that would allow us to compare against two
demand series spanning multiple weeks. There were many factors that made traditional error
measurement methods such as Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) non-applicable for comparing two
time series representing demand forecasts.
First, instead of averaging weekly forecast errors, we used cumulative errors over the remaining
weeks in the forecast horizon because ordering decisions are made based on cumulative demand
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forecasts for the remaining weeks in the forecast horizon. Thus, we needed to develop updating
methods, which would reduce the cumulative errors over the forecasting horizon, rather than reduce
weekly errors. Also, as per [7], "One advantage of the cumulative-horizon error is simplicity. Using this
single measure for calibration would be preferable to examining the error measure for each forecast
horizon."
Second, in order to compare updating methods for a subfamily 3 of articles, it was important to
summarize the forecast accuracy results from multiple articles, each with a different demand. This
meant that the error summary method should be unbiased towards demand series with different scales.
RMSE, which has been favored by many academics as well as industry in the 1980s, has the same
dimensions as the series and therefore does not work well summarizing errors across series with
different scales. Same argument can be applied for other dimensional error methods such as Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) or Absolute Error (AE).
Armstrong and Collopy recommend that one "way to control for scale is to use percentage
errors; that is, to calculate the error as a percentage of the actual value" [7]. One percent error method
that is commonly is Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE). As we measure the percent error over the
horizon instead of averaging over weeks, we called it Cumulative Absolute Percent Error (CAPE).
Another way to avoid scale issue is to use relative errors to "compare the forecast errors from a given
model against those from another model" [7]. However we found it very hard to base decisions using
relative error such as Relative Absolute Error (RAE), which is simply the ratio of Absolute Error from one
forecast divided by Absolute Error from another forecast. Our literature review supported this
observation. According to [7], "Relative error measures do not relate closely to the economic benefits
associated with the use of a particular forecasting method. For example, for the RAE, progressive
reductions of errors from 40 to 20, then from 20 to 10, then from 10 to 5, and so forth would all be
3 A subfamily is a group of articles from same department and similar physical characteristics. For example
women's t-shirts form a subfamily.
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judged to be of equal importance. Thus, relative error measures are typically inappropriate for
managerial decision-making." While according to [8], "The MAPE can give us a very good indication of
how well the forecasting method is performing. Because it is dimensionless, it facilitates communication
to management." Flores also approves using MAPE as a method to compare different forecasting
methods, by stating, "The comparison between forecasting methods is quite simple with this measure. It
can also be used to compare results across time series" [8]. This was especially important as we
represented our demand forecasts in the form of time series. Although Hyndman and Koehler noted
disadvantages with using MAPE such as being biased towards lower forecasts and being skewed or
undefined for close-to-zero or zero actual demand, they also recommend "If all data are positive and
much greater than zero, the MAPE may still be preferred for reasons of simplicity" [9]. Note, that for
comparing different forecasting methods, we used CAPE and therefore had very few cases where
denominator was zero or close to zero. Also, as close to zero demand usually represented very small
percentage of the total demand for the article, we were safely able to filter out those errors from our
calculations. If we had not been able to filter such cases, CAPE would have in fact not been a useful
metric for measuring forecast accuracy.
Yet another method to summarize errors across articles with different demand levels is Mean
Absolute Scaled Error (MASE) proposed by Hyndman and Koehler [9]. Like, the relative error metrics, we
found that MASE does not translate well to managerial insights. If the MASE of one method is greater
than that of another by 0.1, what implications does it have on inventory? Also, MASE did not fit our first
criteria of using a cumulative error metric as opposed to error metrics that are averages of weekly
errors.
To conclude, no single error metric seemed to fit perfectly for all the criteria related to
comparing updating methods. We decided to use CAPE as our primary metric for comparison. Since we
are interested in forecasting only the regular campaign period and not the markdown period, the article
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demand is normally greater than zero. 'Divide by small number' cases could arise towards the end of
article life cycle and before markdown period, when article demand is much lower than the first few
weeks. In such cases, if weekly demand or forecast value is less than 2.5% of the sum of article demand
and forecast over the article life, that week's CAPE is filtered so as to not bias CAPE across the articles.
In the absence of other known data filtration techniques that could have worked, we proposed using
this technique to avoid biasing error summaries on account of less relevant, yet hard to forecast weeks
in the article life cycle.
3.2 Forecasting Literature
The pre-season forecast method to derive demand from sales information was covered under
the previous project. Here we discuss some of the literature we came across while finding and refining
the updating method for in-season forecasting.
When searching for updating methods for short-term forecasts, most papers point to time-
series forecasting methods such as exponential smoothing. Taylor, de Menezes and McSharry compared
the "accuracy of six univariate methods for short-term electricity demand forecasting" [10]. The demand
data included weekly as well as daily seasonality patterns. The methods studied included Double
seasonal ARMA model, Exponential Smoothing for double seasonality, Artificial neural network, A
regression method with principal component analysis (PCA) and two simple benchmark methods - naive
benchmark method, which is seasonal version of the random walk and naive benchmark with error
model, which was a refined version of the seasonal random walk method [10].
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Figure 2. MAPE results plotted against lead time for 10-week post-sample period [10]
Figure 2, shows the results from the six methods for forecasts of over 10 weeks, with lead times
of up to 1 day (24 hours). As seen in the figure and concluded by the authors, "overall, the best results
were achieved with the exponential smoothing method, leading us to conclude that simpler and more
robust methods, which require little domain knowledge, can outperform more complex alternatives"
[10]. In his 1985 study of univariate forecasting methods, Gardner had supported exponential smoothing
stating "Exponential smoothing is frequently the only reasonable time series methodology in large
forecasting systems" [11]. In his 2006 paper Gardner confirmed, "Simple smoothing (N-N) is certainly
the most robust forecasting method and has performed well in many types of series" [12].
Considering such empirical support for exponential smoothing methods and the fact that the
methods developed will be used for predicting thousands of articles in any given campaign, we decided
to develop our updating method based on exponential smoothing.
3.2.1 Distributional Forecasting Literature
It is desirable to provide a point forecast with related uncertainty in the form of an interval
forecast or distributional forecast. Interval forecasts give the user an idea of the best and worse case
scenarios [13]. They also aid in inventory planning decisions such as safety stock estimation. Forecast
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intervals are referred to in literature sometimes as confidence intervals but more widely as prediction
intervals and "usually consists of an upper and lower bound with prescribed probability" [14]. Despite
their importance, many companies do not use prediction intervals due to reasons described by Chatfield
in [14]. Some of his explanations for this are cited below.
e The topic has been not covered very well in literature; textbooks provide little guidance on this topic
except for regression and Autoregressive integrated -moving average (ARIMA) modeling [14]. Taylor
and Bunn show a theoretical method to estimate variance for exponential smoothing assuming that
the optimal ARIMA is the true underlying model, but also point out that the problem with
theoretical methods is that the variance estimation is "far from correct" if the optimum underlying
model assumption is incorrect [15]. This could lead to bad estimations of spread of the distributional
forecasting, thereby causing errors in inventory decisions made there-of.
e "There is no generally accepted method of calculating PI's except for procedures based on fitting a
probability model for which the variance of forecast errors can be readily evaluated" [14]. We found
many methods assuming normal distribution, but since our forecasting errors were not normally
distributed the direct application of such methods was not possible.
e "Empirically based methods for calculating PI's are not widely understood and their properties have
been little studied" [14]. We could not find an empirical based method for estimating prediction
interval that worked well for cumulative errors or errors summarized over series with different
levels.
The usual assumption underlying the generation of prediction intervals is that the forecast
errors are normally distributed [13], [15]. Using this assumption, a prediction interval of k steps ahead
forecast can be given as,
Equation 1
Ft+k ± Z 7 MSE
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where Ft+k is the k-step ahead point forecast made at time t and MSEk is Mean Squared Error of the k-
step ahead forecasts. It is assumed that MSEk is normally distributed with zero mean. The value z
determines the width and probability of the interval. So z = 1.96 gives a 95% prediction interval, i.e. if z=
1.96, the probability that the true value of the quantity forecasted will lie within the above interval is
95% [13]. Other values for z for different probability of prediction interval can be found using normal
inverse table such as one shown in Table 1.
1.000 0.68
1.282 0.80
1.960 0.95
Table 1. Values of z and Probability of the Prediction Interval [13]
In order to avoid the assumptions about validity of the model or the distribution of the
forecasting errors, Gardner proposed a method based on Chebyshev's inequality. Here the variance and
standard errors of fitted errors are calculated for different leadtimes. Then a multiplier, based on
Chebyshev's inequality is applied to each standard error, to yield the desired prediction interval.
Suppose Y is a random variable with mean pt and standard deviation o, the interval is given as
Equation 2
[I Y- I 1 1P ' > C < -,2
The above expression states that the probability of an observation falling beyond E standard errors
from the mean is at most 1/ E2 [16]. Later empirical studies suggest that this method is of little practical
use due to very wide prediction intervals in certain cases [15]. Very wide prediction intervals may lead to
large safety stocks and left over inventory, which is not desirable for.
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Williams and Goodman suggest a method to construct prediction intervals using the percentiles of
empirical distribution of the post-sample forecasting errors [17]. Later studies find it computationally
intensive and not used too often [15]. It is unclear if the two observations are causally related. Williams
and Goodman used absolute errors, which we could not use as we combined errors from series with
different levels. However, we borrowed the concept of using percentiles of historical forecast errors to
construct prediction interval from point forecast as described in Section 6.1.
3.3 Optimization Review
The underlying concepts behind the optimization of the purchase orders come from the
traditional inventory management theory. In this section we review literature on some of these
concepts and terminology (where possible) as described in [18]. Chapter 4 describes a specific
optimization model used for the Zaral project.
3.3.1 Economic Order Quantity
The most basic of the inventory management concepts is that of the Economic Order Quantity
(EOQ). The EOQ is the quantity which minimizes the total relevant costs of an article. Relevant costs
include all costs that are related to the size of the order Q. The basic formula for the EOQ for a
replenishment order for an article with constant demand is given as:
Equation 3
2 AD
EOQ =
vr
D: Known demand rate for an article in units / unit time
A: Fixed component of replenishment ordering cost measured in C/order
v: Variable component of the replenishment ordering cost measured in f/unit
r: carrying charge i.e. cost of having one euro of the article tied up in inventory for a unit time,
measured in C/C/unit time
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Based on the above order quantity, the total relevant costs per unit time are given as,
Equation 4
AD QvrTRC =-+ Q 2
The EOQ method does not apply for ordering at Zara as the demand is usually not constant over
time. The next section describes an extension of the above concept for probabilistic demand case.
3.3.2 Inventory Policy for Probabilistic Demand
When the demand is probabilistic, there are risks of stockouts (underages) or overages.
Stockouts occur when demand is greater than inventory on hand and overages occur when the demand
is lower than the inventory on hand; the excess inventory gets carried over, sometimes until the end of
the season into the markdown period.
One of the inventory policies is to deal with these uncertainties is to maintain a safety stock by
"specifying (explicitly or implicitly) a way of costing a shortage and then minimizing total cost" [18]. One
way of doing this is to specify a shortage cost per shortage occasion. This cost is independent of number
of units short, so it works well in cases where there are costs associated with not fulfilling an order, for
example costs of expedited shipping. But in many retail setups there is an opportunity cost associated
with each unit short. In such cases, a way of specifying a cost of shortage is by charging a fraction of unit
cost of the article for each unit short. Under this consideration the total relevant ordering costs are
given by,
Equation 5
TC = +AD + k) r + B2 vo-LGu(k)DQ (2 Q
TC: Total expected annual costs
: Fixed ordering costs
(I+ kL) vr: Inventory Holding Costs,
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Q/2 is the average inventory on hand per unit time and ko-Lis the safety stock.
B2 vc0LGu(k)D : Shortage costs,Q
c-LGu(k)is shortage costs per replenishment cycle
D/Q is number of replenishment cycles per year
B2 v is the cost per unit short
Silver, Pike and Peterson provide a detailed derivation of the method (pg. 263 of [18]). Direct
application of this method for purchase optimization at Zara would be difficult as each article typically
has multiple sourcing options, each with a different lead time L and a unit cost v. As a result the
optimization method takes in to consideration multiple combinations of unit costs and lead times in
deciding order quantity for replenishments. Still the above concepts are presented to relate the
optimization formula described in Chapter 4 with theoretical inventory policies.
4 Optimization Model
A supply network such as Zara, which has multiple supply options for same article, involves one
or more trade-offs amongst the various options. In the case of Zara, there is a trade-off between unit
cost for the article and the order lead time. For example, Zara's own factories located in Arteixo have
lead times as short as 15 days but higher unit costs as compared to factories in Turkey, which have
relatively lower unit costs but higher lead times for delivery to one of the two DC's in Spain. Similarly,
Asian suppliers have the longest lead times and the lowest unit costs.
Most articles have more than one supply option. So when deciding where to buy from, the
buyers need to balance the uncertainty involved in ordering from long lead time suppliers with the
associated cost benefits. To help evaluate such complex trade-offs, we implemented a linear
optimization model developed by Professor Jer mie Gallien and Professor Adam Mersereau. We first
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explain the model concept in Section 4.1 followed by the optimization formulation in Section 4.2. Model
implementation and sample outputs are included in Section 4.3.
4.1 Model Concept
A thorough explanation of the model concepts is in [19]. Key ideas necessary for understanding
the model details are reiterated in this section.
4.1.1 Model Terminology
Let t index time in weeks. Important weeks are:
e t = 0 : the earliest week in which Zara can make a purchase order for the article.
e t = 1: the first week of sales in the store network.
e t = T : the first week at which the article will be sold at a discount. This will mark the end
of our planning horizon.
Supply Options:
S = {1, ..., J} represents the set of all supply options, where j indexes for the set. Each supply option Sj is
defined by the combination of a vendor and a transportation mode. For example, if a supplier can ship
via air or via sea, it has two separate Sj elements for, one for each transportation mode.
cj: sum of unit production and unit (inbound) transportation costs when supply option j is used.
lj: lead time of supply option j, defined as the maximum number of weeks required between the
communication of an order to all stakeholders involved in coordinating supply option j (manufacturer,
carrier and other providers of logistical services, any receiving and finishing operations at the
warehouse, etc.) and the availability of the garments for distribution to Zara stores.
Selling Price:
p : average network-wide full selling price for the article, that is up until (and excluding) week T
pm : average network-wide markdown/clearance price for any article still unsold at the beginning of
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week T [19].
h: Holding cost per unit per week
4.1.2 Demand Scenarios
Figure 3 shows an example of eight demand scenarios for an article. "We assume that, viewed
from the perspective of time t = 0, each of the scenarios occurs with a known probability. (The
probability of scenario w being the true demand scenario is denoted by n.)" [19].
0 1 2 ime
Figure 3. Demand Scenarios for the pre-season forecast
In order to model the evolution of demand forecast over time, we define 'information sets' for
each week. "Scenarios are assumed to be indistinguishable from others within the same set in the same
week" [19]. Figure 4 shows how information sets change over time. Important assumptions underlying
the information sets are:
e The number of information sets is increasing in t. That is, as time passes the decision maker's
uncertainty surrounding the true prevailing scenario is resolved.
* Information sets are nested in the sense that, if two scenarios are in different sets in week t, they
must be in different sets in week t+1.
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e At time t=1, all scenarios are in the same information set. That is, no learning takes place before
sales begin.
* At week T, there are as many information sets as there are scenarios. That is, at the end of the
selling season the full demand scenario has been unambiguously revealed [19].
0 1 2 T
Time
Figure 4. Information Sets Changes Over Time
In our implementation the information sets increase in order of powers of 2 i.e. (t) =2
(0,1,2,3,4,5) or n(t) = No. of demand scenarios. So, one information set splits into two and two into 4.
This is one way to implement information sets, but it is recommended to explore other methods of
forming information sets within the above assumptions to allow more granularity in information sets.
Model Notations
The following definitions support the above concepts.
W: Set of all scenarios.
IWI: Number of scenarios.
d": Demand in week t under scenario w.
Wk,t: Information set k in week t.
A(t): Number of information sets in week t.
A(t)= 1 for t < t, and A(tm)= W
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4.2 Model Formulation
Decision Variables
qt : The purchase quantity ordered from supply option j in week t (to be received in week t + l1) under
scenario w.
Ij: The inventory on-hand at the beginning of week t under scenario w.
xtj: Lost sales during week t under scenario w
Objective Function
T-1 T-1 T-1
Minimize: cw1  c; yv;+ t pxt"+ t h lt" Pm IT'
w EW (t=0 j G S t=1 t=0
Constraints
s.t. Ie+1= It - dt" + xt + qt for all w E W, t E [0,T)
j E S
q" = q"' for anyj E S, t e [0, T) and k = 1,A..., (t) such that (w,w') E Wk,t
I" , x", qt" > 0 for all w E W,t E [0,T],j E S
[19]
The objective includes expected purchasing costs plus the expected lost revenues arising from
lost sales plus the expected holding costs minus expected clearance revenue. Thus, the objective of the
model is to maximize the profits by minimizing the costs and lost sales [19]. Note the original
documentation did not contain the term ET-01 h It for holding costs, but it was included in the original
code.
The first constraint equation ensures that the inventory sums are correct. i.e. under any scenario
w, the on-hold inventory for article j in week t+1 is sum of inventory in week t and expected inventory
arriving in week t from previous orders minus the sales in week t. Note sales are simply demand minus
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the lost sales. The second constraint function shows that there is only one purchase decision per
information set, so same purchase decisions are made for all demand scenarios in the same information
set [19].
If a given update week t has only one information set, average expected demand for future
weeks is the average demand across all scenarios. The model evaluates the inventory on hand at time t
against this average expected demand to make purchasing decisions. Whereas if there are two
information sets in week t, the model calculates two different expected demand values. One average is
taken across the high demand scenarios that fall in the top information set and the other average is
taken across the low demand scenarios that fall in the bottom information set. Each of these two
average expected demands is compared against inventory on hand at time t and then two different
purchasing decisions are made. If the last observed demand is the bottom information set, the
purchasing decision is made using average expected demand of all scenarios in the bottom information
set is used. This purchase quantity may turn out to be small if the inventory on hand is greater than the
average expected demand of this set of scenarios. If the observed demand falls in the top information
set, then the purchasing decision are made using the average expected demand of all scenarios in the
top information set. The resulting purchase quantity will be closer to the actual demand when there
are two information sets as opposed to one. The same logic can be applied for further larger number of
information sets.
Certain articles at Zara are single-order articles; these articles are only ordered once, before the
selling season begins. For such articles, the number of information set for each week is equal to one. The
resulting purchase quantity is optimized based on average expected demand of all scenarios, selling
price and unit cost. Thus, in such cases, the model is similar to the newsboy model.
4.3 Model Implementation
We first used Microsoft Excel to input (output) the data to (from) the optimization, but later
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moved on to interfacing directly with Zara's SQL database. The following inputs are supplied to the
model before any optimization run.
- The instantaneous demand scenarios for the new article under test based on the latest point
forecast and historical error distribution.
e The information set array related to that optimization run. Information sets are updated before each
run.
e For each supplier and transportation mode,
o Unit Cost (euros)
o Lead Time (weeks)
* Holding costs per unit (euro).
e Regular selling price and average clearance price for the article.
e Maximum Clearance Quantity - Maximum clearance quantity that can be sold at clearance price. In
our implementation we always set clearance quantity to zero, as it was decided to only optimize
regular season profits.
Table 2 shows an example of inputs supplied to demonstrate the model implementation. For
illustration purposes, we used only two supply options - Supplier 1 and Supplier 2. We also created 100
uniformly distributed demand scenarios between the low and high scenarios as input to the model.
Note these inputs, including demand and pricing information are created for demonstration purposes.
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Supply Information
Supply Option Lead-Time (weeks) Unit Cost (C/unit)
Supplier 1 10 6.25
Supplier 2 6 8.00| Other inputsIMax Clearance0 j untQuantity 0 units
Holding Costs 0.001 j (C/unit/week)
Pricing information
Price C/unit
Regular Season 16.00
Clearance 6.00
Demand Learning
Time Low Demand Scenario High Demand Scenario #Info Sets
0 0 0 1
1 0 0
2 0 0 1
3 0 0
4 0 0 1
5 0 0
6 0 0 1
7 0 01
8 0 0 1
9 0 0 1
10 224 568 1
11 381 969 2
12 229 581 2
13 188 478 2
14 132 336 2
15 76 194 4
16 66 168 4
17 81 207 4
18 76 194 4
19 76 194 4
20 71 181 10
21 61 155 10
22 41 103 20
23 30 78 20
24 10 26 50
25 5 13 100
Table 2. Input Data for Model Demo
The introduction date for the new article is t=10. The first run of the model is at time t=O,
allowing 10 weeks of lead time for initial orders placed with Supplier 1. In practice, the first run could be
performed earlier to accommodate longer lead times. Figure 5 and Table 3 show the average expected
model output, after running it with above settings at time t=0. The green line in Figure 5 shows a
average demand scenario. The yellow bars show the orders placed from Supplier 1 and the pink bars
show the orders placed from Supplier 2. The black curve represents the average inventory on hand at
the end of a given week. Red curve represents average lost sales for the week. For an outcome close to
average expectation, the model recommends buying most units from Supplier 1 and average lost sales
and clearance inventory as shown in Table 3. Since there is enough time for Supplier 1 pre-season order
to arrive before sales start and Supplier 1 costs are lower than Supplier 2, there is no pre-season order
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placed with Supplier 2. There are multiple pre-season orders as we have holding costs but no fixed costs
of ordering.
Average Outcome
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Figure 5. Plot of Average Model Outcome
Units Euros
Season Demand 2934 46936
Revenues Season Sales 2799 44786
Clearance Sales 0 0
Costs Lost Sales 134 2150
Purchase Supplier 1 2717 16979
Purchase Supplier 2 397 3175
Total Purchase 3114 20154
Inventory Costs 5
Profit I 1 24627
Clearance Inventory 314
Table 3. Average Model Outcome
Under the average scenario, the model recommends to place replenishment orders after
learning increases in week 2. In practice, only the pre-season orders will be placed at time t=O as actual
demand can differ from the initial forecast.
In order to understand how the ordering between the two suppliers may differ under a different
realization of actual demand, Figure 6 shows outcome of scenario with lower than average expected
demand. Table 4 shows the related numerical results. Note that in this scenario, the model
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Average Overall Performance
recommends only initial order from Supplier 1 and does not recommend replenishments orders from
either supplier. This is because the model detects low actual demand compared to the left over
inventory from the initial purchase. There is no need to place replenishment from either supplier. There
are no lost sales in this scenario as demand is low, and the clearance inventory at the end of season is
175 units.
Scenario Realization
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Figure 6. Plot of Model Outcome - Low Demand Scenario
Scenarho to plot 36 igr np d d
______ _ ___ ___ __Units Euros
Hee doemhg Season Demand 2473 ta ge nroo
Revenue Season Sales 2473 39573
clearance Sales 0 ____
Costs Lost Sales 0 ____
_____Purchase Supplier 1 2648 16552
_____Purchase Supplier 2 0 0
_____Total Purchases 2648 16552
Profit 1________ __  23020
_____ learance Inventory 1175
Table 4. Model Outcome - Low Demand Scenario
Figure 7 and Table 5 show the results for a scenario where demand is higher than expected demand.
Here the model orders much higher replenishment quantity (compared to average scenario) from
Supplier 2 in order to adjust inventory for higher than expected demand. It also recommends placing
small replenishment orders from Supplier 1 in addition to the initial order, but this quantity is small due
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to longer lead time compared to Supplier 2 and lower demand at the time of order arrival. Clearance
inventory is zero and lost sales are higher (80 units) compared to the average scenario.
Scenario Realization
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Figure 7. Plot for Model Outcome - High Demand Scenario
Scenario to plot 71
Units Euros
Season Demand 3559
Revenue Season Sales 3479 55668
clearance Sales 0
costs Lost Sales 80
Purchase Supplier 1 2785 17405
Purchase Supplier 2 694 5555
Total Purchases 3479 22961
Profit 32708
clearance Inventory 0
Table 5. Model Outcome - High Demand Scenario
The above demonstrations show that though model shows the recommendations for
replenishment at the time of initial order placement, these recommendations can vary substantially as
the actual demand is realized. Therefore, for any order period, the buyers should order quantities
recommended for arrival before the next suggested run time. The next suggested run time in the
demonstration was week t=2, but it depends on the distribution of historical forecast errors for the
subfamily under consideration. Further information on model run-time procedure is included in 6.2.3.
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5 Forecast Updating - Point Forecast
The main purpose of the forecasting updating process was to make adjustments in the pre-
season forecast based on observed sales and to prepare a new forecast for the remaining weeks in the
season. We compared seven main formulas, all adaptations of exponential or Holt-Winter's smoothing
and tried many small variations such as different method to optimize forecasting parameters and
removing seasonality factors to effectively result in about 20 different methods. With each exponential
smoothing based method, we tried to accomplish the best possible way to combine the observed data
and the pre-season forecast for the article using a weighted average. Holt-Winter's methods, as
implemented in the theoretical form, used pre-season forecast only to initiate the series.
Seasonality factor changes were required to improve the accuracy of the pre-season forecast
and are very specific to the data at Zara, so we will not discuss that in detail. We will, however, present
our results on the top three methods as determined by CAPE results and further refinement of the final
method that we are using for in-season forecasting at Zara.
5.1 Updating Methods Formulation
For each forecast updating methods, we start with a group of 'new' articles within the same
subfamily and same campaign. Note, in order to analyze the forecasting errors, we need real sales
information for the entire campaign, for both new and old articles. Therefore the new articles were
selected from the latest completed summer campaign while the comparables were selected from the
previous summer campaign. For each 'new' article, we find one or more comparable articles from
previously finished campaign/s, based on similarity of attributes such as department (man vs. woman),
style, fabric and if possible color. The comparable POS data and other buyer selected information such
as article introduction date and sales network for new article is used to derive the new article demand
forecast as described in [6]. This forecast is referred to as the pre-season (initial) forecast. This forecast
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is used for pre-season buying, but as the article is introduced and real sales are observed, we need to
update the pre-season forecast to determine the replenishment order quantities.
We start by randomly dividing the new articles in to two equal sets: fitting and forecasting. The
updating method is applied first to fitting group articles. For each update period t, the updated forecast
is calculated, using one of the methods shown below, over a range of forecasting parameters. The
forecasting results are compared against the demand of new article (derived from sales using methods
from [6]). Next, the fitting group results are compared to find the best forecasting parameter from the
range, as discussed in the individual method descriptions later. The updating formulas are then applied,
using the selected parameter values, to the articles in the forecasting group. The methods are then
compared based on their performance against the forecasting group.
For the forecasting results described in Sections 5.1.2 through 0, the dataset contained 36
article-comparable pairs found in the subfamily. An article-comparable pair contains one new article and
one or more comparable articles. Two pairs can have same comparables, but not the same new article.
The small data-set was due to the fact that, within the chosen pairs, many comparable and new articles
contained two peaks in the demand curve and were removed from our data-set as special cases. The
two (or more) peaks in sales were caused by two distribution peaks and were not considered as good
representatives of typical sales curve. For 5.2.4 results, we added many articles from a different
subfamily to the first data set and had total 64 article-comparable pairs.
5.1.1 Point Forecast Terminology
t: update period ; t >= 0
t = 0 refers to pre-season period and is NOT necessarily one week before t = 1. t = 0 in our calculations
refers to time of pre-season forecast.
k: weeks (steps) ahead of the update period
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T: Final week in the forecast series or final week of the campaign, whichever comes first.
Series Notation:
D = Actual demand series calculated over the regular selling period, prior to markdown sales.
Actual demand represents the demand for the new article derived using the POS and stock-out
information. Please refer to Chapter 4 in [6] for details on demand derivation method. The start date for
actual demand series is the first date of sales of the article.
FO - Pre-season sales forecast series, made with 0 weeks of observed sales
Ft - Updated forecast series, made after observing t weeks of sales; 1< t < T
Forecast and demand for an individual week in the series:
Dt-k = Actual demand for a specific week t+k; 1< t < T and t+1 < k <= T-t
Fo, t+k = Pre-season forecast for week t+k; t=O and 1 < k <= T;
Ft,t+k= Forecast for week t+k, made after observing t weeks of sales; 1< t < T and t+1 < k <= T-t
a(t): Smoothing parameter for level used for Ft series calculations
0: Smoothing parameter for trend
St: Seasonality factor for week t; 1< t < T
The seasonality factor for a week t represents the strength of a given week in selling an article of
given subfamily compared to that of the rest of the weeks in the season. Thus seasonality factor of week
t for given subfamily of articles in a given country is calculated by normalizing the sales of the subfamily
in week t with respect to the total sales of the subfamily in the country over the entire season. Further
details of seasonality factor calculation can be found in [6]. Note that if a new article is selling in Summer
2011, the weekly seasonality factors are calculated using Summer 2010 data, but we are using St
notation instead of St-5 2.
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Forecast updating formulas presented next are at country level, as seasonality factors are
different for different countries. Once an updated forecast series is calculated for all countries in the
new article's sale network, they are aggregated by calendar week to derive the network-wide forecast.
5.1.2 Exponential (EXP2)
Equation 6
Ft,t+k = a(t) L + (1 - c(t)) Fot+k * St+k
Equation 6 above shows the simplest adaption of simple exponential smoothing we used.
Forecasting parameter a(t) is optimized each update period t, by calculating the average CAPE from
period t+5 through T for the fitting group articles over a range of a(t) values: 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9. The value
of a(t) that gives the lowest average CAPE is then selected to be the 'optimum' value from the grid. The
goal was to find updating methods that would reduce forecasting errors taking into consideration an
approximate lead time. The optimized parameters are then used to make predictions for the forecasting
group. The parameter selection is coded in basic programming language (java). It is recommended to
explore opportunities to speed up the selection by using optimization software packages.
Equation 6 calculates forecast for week t+k, given t weeks of actual demand is available. It
represents a weighted average of two terms. The first term contains latest weekly demand Dt, de-
seasonalized using seasonality factor St and then re-seasonalized using St+k and multiplied with
forecasting parameter a(t). The second term contains the pre-season forecast value for week t+k,
multiplied by 1-a(t).
Compared to traditional definition for exponential smoothing with no trend and multiplicative
seasonality in [12], the Exponential method above uses Fot instead of the level from week t-1. Note
St+k
that since level is already de-seasonalized, there is no de-seasonalization required for the method
described in [12]. The reason behind using this method is to base the forecast for a future week t+k, on
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the weighted average of the latest value of actual demand and pre-season forecast of week t+k. To
calculate forecast for k weeks after the updating period t, Equation 6 uses the pre-season forecast value
for week t+k rather than multiplying the level from week t with seasonality factor for week t+k.
Since we have the entire pre-season forecast for the new article, this method allows us to base
each week's updated forecast on the pre-season forecast for that particular week. The traditional
method's recursive formula, if applied here, would include the naive forecast only to predict for second
week in the season and not incorporate the other FO predictions for the future predictions at all. Since
we wanted to incorporate the entire pre-season forecast, we applied the above-mentioned non-
recursive formula.
5.1.3 Accumulative (ACC1)
Equation 7
Ft,t+k = a(t) + (1 a (t)) rj=zi Fot+k *St+kSt =1F0,i St+k
Equation 7 calculates updated weekly forecast for week t+k, given that t weeks of actual
demand is available. It represents a weighted average with two terms. The first term contains latest
weekly demand Dt, de-seasonalized using seasonality factor St and then re-seasonalized using St+k and
multiplied with forecasting parameter a(t). The second term contains the pre-season forecast value for
week t+k, multiplied by 1-a(t) and a ratio. The numerator in the ratio is sum of all actual demand values
until week t and the denominator is the sum of all forecasted values until week t. Thus the ratio is used
to compensate for any systematic over-estimation or under-estimation in the pre-season forecast series.
Forecasting parameters a(t) are found using the same process as the one mentioned in 5.1.2.
The main intent behind this formulation was to be able to capture any systematic bias in pre-
season forecast until the update period and avoid applying this bias for future updates. The ratio
r = Z F0, is used to adjust the pre-season weekly forecast for any bias observed in the previousZ=1 FO,i
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weeks. For example, if the cumulative pre-season forecast until a week t is higher than the cumulative
actual demand over the same period by a ratio r, all weekly forecasts made at time t decrease the
weight of the pre-season forecast by r.
5.1.4 Holt-Winters' Method with Multiplicative Seasonality and Trend (HW3)
Equation 8: Level
L t = a(t) 1'+ (1 - a(t)) ( Lt-1 + bt-1)St
Equation 9: Trend
be = P( Lt - Le_1) + (1 -) be_1
Equation 10: Forecast
Ft,t+k = (Lt + btk) * St+k
Initiation
Equation 11
LO = S,
Equation 12
bo = 0
We wanted to adopt a smoothing formula from literature and evaluate its performance against
the other methods we. tested. So we formed Equation 8 - Equation 12 using the Holt-Winters' trend and
multiplicative seasonality method in [13]. Lt in is the updated level of the series having observed the
latest demand Dr. Lt in Equation 8 is a weighted average of Dd/St and the sum of last updated level and
trend. Since the pre-season forecast values are not included in the Lt equation, the Fo forecast has little
effect on HW3 as opposed to the ACC1 and EXP2 methods. We initialized the series by setting the initial
level LOto the de-seasonalized, pre-season forecast for week 1, F0 ,1 as this was the best naive estimateSi
of the level available to us. The initial slope bo was set to zero. For each update period t, forecasting
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parameter a(t) parameter was selected, as shown in 5.1.2 to minimize the CAPE from period t+5
through T and P was set to 0.1, which allows slow but steady reaction to changes in the trend [13].
5.1.5 Updating Method Comparison
We compared all variations of updating methods we had developed using CAPE results and
found that the above three methods had better results than the rest. The CAPE calculation for a forecast
series Ftfor a single article is as shown in Equation 13. For a forecast series, Ft, CAPEt [t+L:t] is measured
from week L+1 through T, allowing for L weeks of lead time. The only exception is that pre-season sales
forecast error at t=0 is measured from week 1 through week T under the assumption that this forecast is
made more than L weeks ahead of the buying season.
Equation 13
I i t+L Dit- J:T+LtCAPEt[t + L: T] = =t+L Ft Il
i=t+L
FO and Ft comparison using Median CAPE (N=18)
14000%
10000%
~F0
J4000I-,W-1xp2
HW3
60.00%
4020%
20.00%
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Updt Ped t
Figure 8. Updating Method Comparison based on Median CAPE
Figure 8 shows the median CAPEt [t+5:T] results from 18 Women's shirts articles from the
forecasting group. The article life ranged from 11 weeks to 31 weeks, with average life of 22 weeks.
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Thus, there are huge variations in the article life within the same subfamily of articles. The last 5 weeks
of CAPE results in the figure are omitted as they represent 2 or fewer articles.
Figure 8 shows that, ACC1 was the better than the other EXP2 and HW3 as Median CAPE
(MdCAPE) for ACC1 was consistently lower than FO and HW3. Though EXP2 results were slightly better
than ACC1 for few weeks updating weeks, ACC1 results were better in the first 5 weeks, which is a
crucial period for determining replenishments for the rest of the season. All MdCAPE errors, including
ACC1 errors, increased as the FO errors increased. The reason for this was that all a(t) values selected
based on the grid values were closer to 0.1 than 0.9. HW3 performed very poorly as FO information was
not used at all beyond initializing the series. HW3 results improved after 10 weeks of sales, which is a
long period for Zara; the buyers would need to determine whether to replenish the article within few
weeks of introduction.
Figure 9 through Figure 12 show distribution of CAPE errors, for pre-season forecast series FO,
ACC1, EXP2 and HW3, respectively. The column label represents the update period t. Figure 9 represents
distribution for CAPE errors from the pre-season forecast series Fo; the first column shows the error
CAPEo[5:T] measured on FO, the second column shows distribution for CAPE 1 [6:T] measure on FO, third
columns shows distribution for CAPE2[7:T] and so on. Figure 10 through Figure 12 display CAPE errors
from updated forecasts and therefore start from t=1. In Figure 10, the first column represents forecast
error CAPE 1[6:T] measured on updated forecast series F1, the second column shows distribution for
CAPE2[7:T] measure on F1, third columns shows distribution for CAPE 3[8:T] and so on. Figure 11 and
Figure 12 are arranged in the same manner as Figure 10, except they show forecast errors from EXP2
and HW3 respectively.
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Comparing FO CAPE variability with ACC1, EXP2 and HW3
In order to analyze variability of CAPE errors across different articles, we compared the
difference between the minimum (Oth) and maximum ( 1 0 0 th) percentile 4 for the corresponding columns
for F0 and an update series (ACCI, EXP2 or HW3). First we compared the difference between the
maximum and minimum CAPEt[t+5:T] percentiles for ACCI with those for F0, for update period t=1
through t=15 (see Figure 9 and Figure 10). Note T will vary by each article. By this comparison, ACC1
errors are less widely distributed compared to F0 for most update periods except for t=2,5,7, 14. For
example the difference between the maximum and minimum percentiles for FO, t=1 is AFo, t=1 3.372-
0.001 = 3.371. Over the same period the difference between maximum and minimum quantiles for ACC1
F1 update is , AACCi,t=1 = 0.821. Hence for F1 update using ACC method, the CAPE errors over entire
update series are narrowly distributed around the median compared to the same period F0 CAPE errors.
The opposite is true for update periods t=2,5,7 and 14.
Comparing FO CAPE variability with that of EXP2 for different update periods, we see that EXP2
variability is lower than that of F0 except for update periods t=2,3,5,7 and 9 using the same comparison
method shown above (See Figure 9 and Figure 11).
Comparing F0 CAPE variability with that of HW3 for different update periods, we see that HW3
variability is higher than that of F0 except for update periods t=11 through 15 using the same
comparison method as for ACCI (See Figure 9 and Figure 12). Thus HW3 did not reduce either median
CAPE or variability of CAPE compared to F0 until week 11.
4 We used JMP software to calculate the percentiles and to produce all the histograms and outlier box plots. Note
that the 0th and the 100th percentile values were the same as the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile values respectively for
all methods and all update periods shown in this section.
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Comparing ACC and EXP2
Comparing ACC1 CAPE distribution with that of EXP2 for different update periods, we found that
ACC1 CAPE is less variable than EXP2 CAPE except for update periods t = 2,5,6,14. However, for update
periods t=2 and t=5, EXP2 results are still more variable than those for Fo, implying that there is no
advantage of using EXP2 update or ACC1 update over pre-season forecast in those periods.
Based on above variability test, we decided that ACC1 reduces CAPE variability much faster than
HW3. ACC1 results are also less variable than EXP2 in most update periods between t=1 and t=155.
As a result of this and past performances of the updating methods, we chose ACCl over other
methods. However, we still needed ACC1 errors to reduce significantly compared to the F0 errors over
time. So we adjusted it further as shown in the next section.
5.1.6 Accumulative with a-matrix (ACC15 6)
ACC1 uses an a(t) vector, which contains a different a value for each update period t. We
realized that such one-dimensional a value was inadequate in tracking the sudden changes in in-season
demand. Though seasonality factors helped capture some of the variation in demand over time, their
effectiveness in tracking demand curve was limited.
In order to track the demand curve changes over the article life, we developed a two-
dimensional forecasting parameter matrix, a(t, k) by minimizing the one-step ahead absolute errors,
scaled with cumulative article demand. That is, to find an a(t, k) value, we minimized the sum of I Dtk -
Ft,tk I / Z' D over a range of a(t,k) values. This selection was done by first calculating all fitting group
forecasts over a matrix of a(t, k) by varying t and k each, from 0.1-0.9 in steps of 0.1. Once the results
s We did not include variability analysis for update period t=16 onwards as there were 12 or fewer articles
contributing data to weeks t>15.
6 For code-reference at Zara, ACC15 refers to ACC1-MT5, but ACC15 is used here for brevity. Similarly ACC and
EXP2 refer to ACC1-MT2 and EXP2-MT2 respectively.
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for all a(t, k) combinations are calculated, for all articles in the fitting group, the best values for each t
and k pair is selected by finding the one that reduces the I - Ft,t+kI / Et D. The scaling by total article
was used to avoid biasing results towards articles with higher overall demand. There were other changes
made simultaneously such as limiting the data to same start and end dates for the campaign so that any
article sales beyond the normal campaign duration would be not be counted towards normal campaign
sales. As a result of this change, the average life of articles reduced to 14 weeks with the total range of 7
weeks to 23 weeks. Also, as mentioned in Section 3.1, high article level CAPE errors appearing during
weeks with last few weeks were removed from CAPE summary across multiple articles. Figure 13 shows
the MdCAPE results from ACC15 method on the forecasting group containing 32 articles combined
across women's shirts and t-shirts groups.
ediCAPE for ACC (N=32)
40% - -- - - - - -- +-F0
30% ---- A-- -1---A5
20%
10%
0% Y -
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Update Period t
Figure 13. Median CAPE results for ACC15
Although, F1 had higher MdCAPE than F0 forecast over the same period, MdCAPE for F2 was
lower by 12% compared to the same period MdCAPE for F0. Other update series (t=3, 4, ...) also showed
improvements over the pre-season forecast F0.Also, the gap between the two curves is generally
increasing with t, suggesting that the forecast update errors were not increasing with the increasing F0
errors. We decided to use ACC15 as our updating method to use with the optimization model.
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Figure 15. Distribution of CAPE Errors - ACC15 (N=32)
F0 and ACC15 CAPE Variability Results
Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the distribution of CAPE errors for pre-season forecast F0 and
ACC15 for updating periods t=1 through t=10. For weeks t=11 and 12, there were only 8 or less data
points due to many articles with short life cycles. The column labels represent the update period t. Each
column contains CAPE errors for the corresponding forecast series (F0 or ACC15), from period t+5
through T. T depends on the life of each article.
Comparing F0 and ACC15 results on the difference between the minimum and maximum CAPE
values for each update period, we see that ACC15 CAPE variability is lower than that of F0 except for
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update periods t=3. Thus, ACC15 has lower median CAPE as well as lower variability in CAPE across
articles compared to FO.
5.2 Forecast Updating Results - Single Article
In this section we discuss forecasting results at article level in order to illustrate the application
of the updating methods discussed in previous sections. Table 6 through Table 9 presents the results for
an article for ACC1, EXP2, HW3 and ACC15 methods respectively. Note that the actual demand (Dt) and
initial forecast (FO) are identical for the first three methods, whereas there is a slight variation in these
inputs for ACC15. This is due to fix in seasonality factor calculation7 introduced before calculating results
for ACC15.
5.2.1 ACC1 Results
Table 6 below shows article level forecasting results for the ACC1 method. Alpha vector
represents forecasting parameter values a(t) for each update period t, calculated using the cumulative
results from fitting group articles. The first column, t marks the week for which the forecast is being
prepared. The inputs to the forecast updating method are the actual demand of new article and the
initial forecast. The actual demand Dt, is shown in second column. Note that when forecasting for week
2 onwards, only actual demand for week 1 is used. The initial forecast FO is calculated prior to the selling
period and therefore entire series is available at the time of updating.
Columns F1 through F15 represent the 15 update series made during the 16 weeks life of the
article using Equation 7. D (t+1:T) represents the cumulative demand from week t+1 through T. FO
(t+1:T) represents the cumulative forecasted demand for week t+1 through T, based on initial forecast
FO. Similarly, Ft (t+1:T) represents the cumulative forecasted demand for week t+1 through T, based on
updated forecast Ft. CAPE FO represents the CAPE results from week t+1 through T, based on FO results.
The fix to average by the number of stores carrying the article (SF302).
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CAPE FO represents the CAPE results from week t+1 through T, based on ACC1 results. The arrangement
of columns and rows is same from Table 6 through Table 9.
Note that the a(t) values for the ACC1 method is mostly 0.1, implying that updated forecast will
weight more on the initial forecast than the actual demand, after adjusting for the over or under
estimation of demand in the previous week. Consider update F1, forecast made after observing demand
of 2 units in week 1 as opposed to predicted demand of 6 units. Since there was an over-estimation by
factor of 3, the formula divides the second half in Equation 7 by 3 for all estimations from week 2
through 16 (T=16). This causes the resulting ACC1 forecast from week 2 through 16 to be low, when
compared to the actual demand, resulting in a CAPE of 84%. After week 2, ACCi improves compared to
the original forecast: the reduction in ACC1 CAPE compared to that of FO for week 3 through 16 is 12%,
while that from week 4 through week 16 is 9%. Despite the reduction, ACC1 CAPE increase as FO CAPE
increases due to the low a values and high dependence on initial forecast.
ACC1
Alpha vector {0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.4,0.3,0.7,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.1}
1 2 6
2 1180 1065 339
3 1115 1100 350 1211
4 1237 901 287 1008 964
5 1459 746 237 853 816 895
6 1780 652 208 776 741 815 933
7 1430 433 138 532 508 559 641 732
8 861 330 105 431 411 455 523 594 643
9 724 252 80 359 342 379 437 494 532 483
10 381 145 46 238 226 253 292 328 350 305 296
11 329 80 25 157 149 167 194 216 229 189 180 161
12 215 37 12 113 106 121 142 156 162 120 109 90 93
13 218 15 5 79 74 85 100 109 112 77 67 50 52 43
14 108 3 1 60 56 65 77 83 84 52 42 27 29 21 24
15 65 2 1 35 33 38 45 48 49 31 25 17 18 13 15 21
16 52 2 1 43 40 47 55 60 61 37 31 20 21 15 18 26 35
D (t+1:T) 11157 11155 9976 8861 7624 6164 4384 2954 2092 1368 987 658 443 225 117 52
FO (t+1:T) 5769 5763 4698 3598 2696 1951 1299 866 535 283 138 59 22 7 4 2
Ft 1:T 1835 5894 4466 3878 3439 2820 2221 1293 750 366 212 92 57 48 35
CAPE FO 48% 48% 53% 59% 65% 68% 70% 71% 74% 79% 86% 91% 95% 97% 96% 96%
CAPE ACC1 84% 41% 50% 49% 44% 36% 25% 38% 45% 63% 68% 79% 75% 59% 32%
Table 6. ACC Results - Single Article
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5.2.2 EXP2 Results
Table 7 shows results from the EXP2 method for the same input data as for ACC1 in previous
section. The optimized a parameter values for EXP2 were low (0.1 or 0.2) for the first 14 update periods.
As a result EXP2, like ACC1, follows the initial forecast closely. Unlike ACC1, EXP2 does not contain the
ratio J F to adjust for errors in latest estimation. As a result, EXP2 follows FO even more closely than
ACC1 does. Despite, this EXP2 improves on the initial forecast slightly as it has lower CAPE compared to
FO for same period. For example, EXP2 CAPE is 8% lower than equivalent FO CAPE for week 3 through 16
and 7% lower than comparable FO CAPE.
While dependence on initial forecast is acceptable when the initial forecast is reliable, it
challenges the need for updating. In the next section we explore the results of HW3, which depends very
little on the initial forecast.
EXP2
Alpha vector {0.2,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.2,0.4,0.4,0.4,0.3,0.7,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.1)
9 724 252 202 33 2 9 F 3 4 5 67 37 F79 317 10 F1 F2 1 1
1 2 6
2 1180 1065 853
3 1115 1100 881 1109
4 1237 901 721 925 918
5 1459 746 597 784 777 794
6 1780 652 522 715 707 727 753
7 1430 433 347 492 485 501 522 531
8 861 330 265 401 394 410 431 441 442
9 724 252 202 335 329 345 367 378 379 317
10 381 145 116 225 219 233 252 261 263 209 193
11 329 80 64 149 144 156 172 179 181 136 123 103
12 215 37 30 109 104 116 132 139 140 96 84 64 65
13 218 15 12 77 73 83 96 102 103 67 56 39 41 31
14 108 3 2 59 56 65 76 82 82 50 40 26 27 18 22
15 65 2 2 35 33 37 44 47 48 29 24 15 16 11 13 14
16 52 2 2 43 40 46 55 59 59 36 29 18 19 13 16 17 34
D 1t+:T 11157 11155 9976 8861 7624 6164 4384 2954 2092 1368 987 658 443 225 117 52
FO (t+1:T) 5769 5763 4698 3598 2696 1951 1299 866 535 283 138 59 22 7 4 2
Ft (t1:T) 4616 5457 4279 3513 2899 2218 1697 941 549 265 167 75 51 31 34
CAPE FO 48% 48% 53% 59% 65% 68% 70% 71% 74% 79% 86% 91% 95% 97% 96% 96%
CAPE EXP2 59% 45% 52% 54% 53% 49% 43% 55% 60% 73% 75% 83% 77% 73% 34%
Table 7. EXP2 Results - Single Article
5.2.3 HW3 Results
Table 8 contains results for HW3 method on the inputs as ACC1 and EXP2 above. HW3 uses the
initial forecast of the first week only to initialize the level for the series. As a result, HW3 uses no other
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weekly forecast from the F0 series, so all future updates depend on initial forecast for first week of sales,
observed weekly demand and consequent changes in level and trend.
Consider F, update. Since only one week of demand, equal to 2 units, is observed, the estimated
demand for the entire season is very small. This estimation results in large errors in demand estimates
for the later weeks, as the first week generally has lower demand than the rest of the article life. The
seasonality factor adjustment on the F0 forecast is not enough to accommodate the change in demand
from week 1 through week 16. Thus, HW3 fails to predict future demand compared to other forecasting
methods. Although, HW3 CAPE at 42% is much lower for week 5 through 16 compared to same period F0
CAPE at 65%, about 45% of season demand has already been realized in the first 4 weeks, so the
resulting benefits of the HW3 forecasts could only be applied to 56% of the remaining article demand.
HW3 typically resulted in much higher errors during the first few weeks compared to ACCI and EXP2 as
seen in the aggregate results in Figure 8. Thus HW3 generally will not be useful in planning
replenishments.
HW3
Alpha vector {0.6,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.9,0A,0.1,0.9,0.1,0.1.0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1)
Bets 0.1
11 329 80 F1 148 283 37949 F 67 94 70 F94 350 F1 F2F3F4F5
1 2 6
2 1180 1065 4
3 1115 11f 4 134
4 1237 901 3 139 242
5 1459 746 3 14 231 369
6 1780 652 3 182 320 454 591
7 1 433 2 155 272 388 506 310
8 861 330 2 167 295 422 551 667 758
9 724 252 2 186 329 472 619 7855 867
10 381 1457 1 170 302 434 616 438 791 802 679
11 329 80 1 14883982 499 107 6 705 594 350
12 215 37 1 153 272 33518 31 723 734 616 355 335
13 218 15 1 134 3239-442 456 557 5898 5 36 8 21 188
14 10 3 0 125 =434429 524 80 11 59 - 264 167 193
15 65 2 0 75 134 194 256 34 31 36 05 16 154 95 111 63
16 52 2 0 98 175 254 337 413 475 482 400 214 199 118 140 74 77
D 1t+:T 11157 11155 9976 8861 7624 616448 9429 1368 987 658 443 25 117 5
O(~:T 5769 534685929 1951 129 535 283 13 59 2 7 4 2
Ft 1:Tf 26 2014 339 449 5333 5764 5B8 5215 366 1672 1239 568 444 137 77
CAPE FO 48% 48% 53% 59% 65% 68% 70% 71% 74% 79% 86% 91% 95% 97% 96% 96%
CAPE HW3 100% 80% 62% 42% 13% 31% 100% 149% 166% 69% 88% 28% 97% 17% 49%
Table 8. HW3 Results -Single Article
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5.2.4 ACC15 Results
Table 9 shows ACC15 CAPE results on similar pre-season forecast and demand data as that used for
ACCI, EXP2 and HW3. Table 10 contains the optimized c(t,k) matrix found using the fitting group
articles. The matrix shows that for a fixed update period t, a value generally decrease as k increases.
This shows that as the forecasted week is further away from the update week, the estimates have more
weight on the initial forecasts rather than on the last observed demand.
Table 9 shows that the ACC15 Fi series produced extremely low estimates for week 2 through 16
compared to the actual demand. This was due to the fact that the week 1 actual demand was very small
compared to the future demand. Additionally, the factor DI/F0 ,1 = 2/10, further lowered these estimates
by a factor of 5. These article level results as well as the cumulative F1 errors for ACC15 shown in Figure
13 show that ACC15 does not improve forecast over the initial forecast after just one week of sales.
However, ACC15 does lower the same period CAPE errors from F2 onwards. For example, Table 9 shows
that the CAPE from F2 (forecast for week 3 through 16) equals 8% as compared to the same period initial
forecast error of 51%. Similarly, the CAPE for F3 forecast (week 4 through 16) is 27% while that of FO
forecast on same period is 27%. Future updates, F4, F5, F6, ... continue to improve over the same period
FO forecasts. Unlike HW3 ACC15 shows faster improvement over FO estimates early in the season. Such
early improvement in forecasts will lead to faster replenishment quantity decisions. Also ACC15 has
larger improvements over FO even in later update periods. We chose to use ACC15 based on such article
level and group level forecast results analysis.
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ACC15
I 4 IU
2 1159 769 138
3 1086 901 38 1422
4 1227 1053 24 1845 1540
5 1422 774 18 1378 1154 1053
6 1741 657 80 1079 940 897 1312
7 1390 439 62 751 650 634 853 1280
8 854 332 53 606 521 524 761 1241 1302
9 710 307 55 618 525 471 652 888 1030 823
10 369 168 30 405 337 296 457 530 792 692 586
11 314 72 13 239 194 164 197 342 563 441 381 260
12 191 41 7 202 160 132 161 188 309 285 204 188 300
13 183 19 3 155 120 96 121 141 141 164 116 104 110 128
14 100 3 0 107 81 63 81 95 93 59 40 46 50 69 103
15 69 2 0 65 49 38 49 58 57 36 24 16 17 11 20 20
16 50 0 0 48 36 28 36 42 41 25 16 9 10 12 13 18 37
D (t+1:T) 10887 10865 9706 8620 7393 5971 4230 2840 1988 1276 907 593 402 219 119 50
FO (t+1:T) 5547 5537 4768 3867 2814 2040 1383 944 612 305 137 65 24 5 2 0
Ft (t+1:T) 521 8920 6307 4396 4680 4805 4328 2525 1367 623 487 220 136 38 37
CAPE FO 49% 49% 51% 55% 62% 66% 67% 67% 69% 76% 85% 89% 94% 98% 98% 100%
CAPEACC15 95% 8% 27% 41% 22% 14% 52% 27% 7% 31% 18% 45% 38% 68% 26%
Table 9. ACC15 Results - Single Article
Alpha (tk) for ACC1S
a(t,k) k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4 k=5 k=6 k=7 k=8 k=9 k=10 k=11 k=12 k=13 k=14 k=15 k=16 k=17 k=18 k=19 k=20
0.1 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.8 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.7 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.7 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.8 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.9 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.5 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0
0.9 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
0.8 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0 0
0.9 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0
0.7 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0
0.7 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.7 0.9 0.3 0.8 0.6 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.6 0.4 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.7 0.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0
0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0
0.1 0.1 0 0 0
0.1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
Table 10. Alpha (t,k) Matrix for ACC1S
6 Distributional Forecasts and Learning Curve
The optimization model requires, as input, distributional forecast rather than a point forecast.
This chapter shows how we derive distributional forecast (demand scenario) and learning curve, which
are used as inputs to the optimization model.
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t=1
t=2
t=3
t=4
t=5
t=6
t=7
t=8
t=9
t=10
t=11
t=12
t=13
t=14
t=15
t=16
t=17
t=18
t=19
t=20
6.1 Point Forecast to Distributional Forecast
In this section we describe our method for deriving distributional forecast from point forecast
for a new article and historical accuracy results on similar articles.
6.1.1 Distributional Forecast Terminology
While the key terminology remains the same as the point forecast, additional terms or changes
specific to distributional forecast calculations are as follows.
m: index for first week in any range of weeks such as m:T
Cumulative forecast from week m through T:
Equation 14
Ft [m:T] = Z _m Ftji t < mn <= T
Cumulative demand from week m to T:
Equation 15
D [m:T] =T m Di t< m <=T
Cumulative D/F Error: Demand/Forecast ratio showing the over or underestimation of demand
Equation 16
[ D[m:T] =D T=mDi
Ft Ft [m:T] E i=mFt,i
Percentile notation:
Suppose random variable X represents the distribution for [m: T] across multiple articles. Then, the
tht
Pth percentile for this distribution is the smallest value x such that the probability of the random variable
assuming a value less than x is less than P/100.
-[m: T] = x s.t. Pr[X < x] P/100Ft
Here, P=2.5 refers to the 2.5th percentile and P=97.5 refers to 97.5th percentile values. A numerical
example is provided in the next section.
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Additional terminology is added in the following sections as required.
6.1.2 D/F errors
We used Cumulative Demand/Forecast (CD/F) ratio to calculate the spread of the forecast errors
and derive distributional forecasts. Equation 14 through Equation 16 show how we calculated the
cumulative D/F error. Here on, we will refer to cumulative D/F ratio as CD/F or when needed, in more
precise terms as D/F [m:T].
2
1.5-
0.5
Figure 16. CD/F Distribution for Pre-season Forecast
As seen in Figure 16, a histogram of the CD/F errors from the shirt and t-shirt articles showed that the
errors were not normally distributed. So we used empirical error distribution to derive the distributional
forecast. We used a java function to estimate the percentile values for CD/F errors from 2 .5th percentile
to 97.5th percentile in steps of 2.5, thus resulting in 39 different percentile values, each with a
probability of 1/39. Since there were only 32 data points for each percentile estimation, using a more
granular percentile separation would result in more interpolated values in between actual data points. If
larger datasets are available, we recommend using more refined percentile estimation. The java
function emulates the same formula as that used in 'percentile' function in Microsoft Excel 2007. See
Appendix B for a mathematical notation of this function.
Here, the 2.5th percentile for the CD/F error from week m through T calculated on forecast
update Ft is,
[[m:T] 2.5 1.84
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And 97.5th percentile is,
Ft [m: T] 197.5= 0.28
Therefore,
Pr [0.28 < D [m: T] <-;-2. and
Ft 100
Pr [D[m: T] < 1.84] < 100
=> Pr 0.28 < - [m: T] < 1.84] - 95%Ft 100
6.1.3 Error Distribution to Demand Distribution
This section describes our method for combining historical error distribution with the new
article point forecast to find the distributional forecast. The point forecast for the new article is marked
by the letter j in order to distinguish it from the historical forecast notations.
Expected Cumulative Demand Distribution:
Using the historical cumulative error distribution from forecast Ft across a group of articles and
cumulative point forecast Ftj [m:T] for a new article j, expected cumulative demand distribution for the
article j is calculated as follows:
Equation 17
VP s.t. P E {2.5, 5, 7.5,., 97.5},
(ED [in: T]Ft = f [m: T] 1P * Ftj [m:T]
Instantaneous Demand Scenarios:
Each percentile value for cumulative expected demand maps to a cumulative demand scenario.
These demand scenarios need to be converted into instantaneous or weekly demand scenarios. To
calculate instantaneous expected demand distribution for a given article for week m, we subtract each
of the 39 cumulative demand scenarios over [m+1, T] from the respective scenario over [m, T].
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Expected Instantaneous Demand Distribution for article j, for week m, at Ph percentile based on
forecast F, is thus given as:
VP s.t. P E {2.5, 5, 7.5,., 97.51,
{ED (m)} 1 = (ED [m: T]} - (ED [m + 1: T]}
After calculating all percentiles, for each week m, we get our 95 percent prediction interval or in other
words our 39 instantaneous demand scenarios for article j based on forecast Ft.
Example of Instantaneous Expected Demand Derivation
Figure 17 shows the sample inputs required to estimate instantaneous demand scenarios of
article for weeks 1 through 3 of the selling period. The table on the left shows historical distribution
Cumulative D/F errors for periods 1:T, 2:T, 3:T and 4:T. This example demonstrates derivation for the
four lowest demand scenarios, so only values for percentiles 2.5 through 10.0 will be used. The table on
the right side of the figure contains the information for new article, j, to be forecasted. Column FO
contains weekly pre-season forecast for article j. Column FO[m:T] shows the cumulative estimated
forecast based on FO from weeks m through T (T=20).
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Percentile Cumulative D/F error distribution up to D/ F [4:T]
D/F [1:T] D/F [2:T] D/F (3:T1 D/F [4:T]
97.5 1.805 1.763 1.954 2.831
95.0 1.758 1.726 1.856 2.460
92.5 1.708 1.720 1.785 2.033
90.0 1.694 1.720 1.750 1.774
87.5 1.645 1.685 1.735 1.695
85.0 1.594 1.640 1.700 1.662
82.5 1.573 1.605 1.595 1.564
80.0 1.558 1.582 1.472 1.406
77.5 1.547 1.543 1.391 1.307
75.0 1.540 1.480 1.370 1.300
72.5 1.484 1.466 1.363 1.293
70.0 1.388 1.384 1.332 1.286
67.5 1.271 1.268 1.287 1.275
65.0 1.208 1.254 1.266 1.240
62.5 1.180 1.250 1.255 1.230
60.0 1.154 1.218 1.236 1.230
57.5 1.098 1.106 1.187 1.230
55.0 1.078 1.084 1.156 1.218
52.5 1.037 1.062 1.125 1.201
50.0 0.960 1.020 1.090 1.180
47.5 0.946 1.020 1.090 1.131
45.0 0.940 0.996 1.078 1.094
42.5 0.939 0.958 1.043 1.049
40.0 0.932 0.944 0.924 0.902
37.5 0.895 0.935 0.870 0.840
35.0 0.854 0.910 0.834 0.804
32.5 0.833 0.840 0.778 0.748
30.0 0.788 0.824 0.758 0.734
27.5 0.754 0.799 0.744 0.724
25.0 0.740 0.750 0.730 0.710
22.5 0.733 0.736 0.709 0.640
20.0 0.730 0.718 0.660 0.610
17.5 0.701 0.680 0.597 0.610
15.0 0.498 0.540 0.576 0.610
12.5 0.420 0.445 0.530 0.495
10.0 0.382 0.388 0.464 0.374
7.5 0.319 0.381 0.373 0.353
5.0 0.304 0.338 0.348 0.338
2.5 0.294 0.307 0.322 0.297
Figure 17. Inputs for Instantaneous Demand Distribution Calculation
Table 11 shows the results for the Cumulative Expected Demand values and Instantaneous Expected
Demand for article j for percentiles 2.5 through 10. The highlighted values represents situations where
for percentile P = -7.5, and week 1, value of Expected Instantaneous Demand for an article, our method
returns a negative value of -66. One reason for this is because the 7 .5th percentile for the Cumulative
Error Distribution from week 1:T is lower than the corresponding value for week 2:T. Cumulative
demand scenarios are assumed to decline at more or less the same slope as the each neighbouring
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Article j weekly and cumu. Forecasts (T=20)
week m FO FO [m:T]
1 225 2443
2 366 2218
3 221 1852
4 193 1631
5 187 1438
6 193 1251
7 199 1058
8 292 859
9 169 567
10 123 398
11 95 275
12 50 180
13 56 130
14 29 74
15 18 45
16 9 27
17 13 18
18 1 5
19 4 4
20 0 0
scenario. However, this does not hold true for the actual realization of the cumulative demand scenario
as seen in the graphical representation of ED[1:T] through ED[4:T] in Figure 18. In order to avoid
negative instantaneous demand values due to this issue, we decided to replace the cumulative demand
value of 845 with 779, which will result in 7 .5th percentile of instantaneous demand to be zero; we
artificially inflate the 7 .5th percentile of demand for week 1. But this adjustment also reduces the weekly
demand for the next week by the same amount, thus compensating for the overestimation with a slight
delay.
Percentile Cumulative Expected Demand for Article j Expected Instantaneous Demand for Article j
ED [1:T] ED [2:T] ED [3:1] ED [4:T] EDj (1) EDj (2) EDj (3)
10.0 933 861 859 610 73 1 249
7.5 779 845 691 576 -66 154 115
5.0 743 750 644 551 -7 105 93
2.5 718 681 596 484 37 85 112
Table 11. Sample Instantaneous Demand Results
Expected Cumulative Demand Scenario ED[m:T] vs. Week m
low
9W
a
~7W
6W0
400
107th Percentile
,--th Percente
"M-2.5th Percentile
Week m
Figure 18. Demand Scenario -P=2.5th-10th, m= 1 - 4
6.2 Learning Curve
The learning curve is a linear function of time, more precisely update period. It is used to
capture the forecast improvement or learning derived upon observing real sales of an article.
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Specifically, it measures the relative decrease in spread of the error distribution when comparing
forecast errors from two different update periods.
6.2.1 Spread of the Error Distribution
Spread of any distribution will be defined as the difference between the 97.5th percentile and
2.5th percentile values.
Spread of CD/F errors for period m:T based on forecast Ft, where t = 0,1,2,.,T, is given by:
Equation 18
S [m: T]] = [m: T] 197. - [m: T] 12.5
For each forecast, including original forecast FO, we can calculate spreads from period [m:T], [m+1:T],
[m+2:T], etc.
When running the optimization model at time t=O, we are interested in how the spread of the
cumulative error distribution over period [t+1: T] from the latest FO compares to the same from Ft
forecast. Using error information from past campaigns, we define this relationship as follows,
Equation 19
S D[t+1:T]
Spread Ratio,SR (t) = FO
S[ D[t+1:T]]
For example, the first comparison can be made between forecasts FO and Fi over the period [2:T].
Equation 20
S D[2:T]l
SR(1) 0
S [ 2:T]
6.2.2 Information Sets
The learning curve, A(t), is a step function of number of information sets versus update period t.
For any t, if SR (t), is closer to 2 than 1, then we say that the number of information sets for update
period t, A(t) = 2. It means that the spread of error distribution has essentially halved compared to t=0.
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To calculate the rest of information set array, we continue increasing t in Equation 20, until SR (t) is
closer to 4 rather than 2 (i.e. > 3) and for this t, the number of information sets increases to 4. Table 12
shows relation between X(t) and SR (t).
SR (t) A(t) = 2x
O <= SR (t) <1.5 1
1.5<=SR(t)<3 2
3<=SR(t)<6 4
6<=SR(t)<12 8
12<=SR(t)<24 16
24 <= SR (t) < 39 32
SR(t) >= 39 39
Table 12. Calculating Information Sets from Spread Ratios
Other constraints on the information sets required for the optimization model are as follows:
e A(t+1) >= A(t). In other words, once we split information sets, we do not combine them again.
e A(1) = 1. Until the first week of sales is observed, all demand scenarios belong to the same infoset.
* A(T) = Total number of scenarios i.e. at the end of the article life, we know everything about the
demand evolution.
6.2.3 Learning Curve Results
Figure 19 shows CD/F results for the women's shirts and t-shirts articles calculated over periods
1:T, 2:T, ...6:T, where T is the last week in the forecasting horizon. The first histogram in Figure 20 is the
CD/F ratio from pre-season forecast calculated over period 1:T. The rest of the histograms in Figure 20
show the CD/F results for the first five forecast updates (F1 through Fs), calculated over periods t+1:T,
where t is the update week. Note that we did observe some outliers but found that removing all outliers
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significantly reduced our already small sample size.
CD[(1 :TJ ECD[2:TJ WTJ
0.5
Figure 19. CD/F Results from Pre-Season Forecast (Fo)
R CWF1[2:T] v ECD23:T] , HC3[4:Tj V ECIF4[:T
v HClIF[T1]
V CDfW66:T
Figure 20. CD/F Results from Forecast Updates Fi - Fs
Table 13 shows the spread ratio and infoset results. Based on these results, the 95% spread of the CD/F
errors from F1 and F2 errors is significantly larger than that of the Foforecast. One explanation for this is
there are many outliers in the updated forecast errors during this period. This is also the period when
the demand of the article is highest and increasing, making it more volatile and susceptible to more
outliers as seen in Figure 20.
1.51 14.99 5.80 1.53 1.31 0.97 1.17
1 1 1 2 2 4 4
Table 13. Example of Infoset Derivation
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S [D/Fo [t+1:T]]
S [ D/Ft [t+1:T]]
, ECMVF04:T]
Figure 21 shows a plot of resulting learning curve until t=12. For these group of articles, only five
articles had more than 10 weeks of relevant8 error data and therefore, there was no reduction in
variability after week 10 for this group. We expect the results to improve over update period with more
articles in the data sets yielding more sample errors for t>10.
Learning Curve or Infoset Array Results
9
8
7
6
- 5
3
2
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Update Period t
Figure 21. Learning Curve (Infoset Array) Results
The following operational procedure for the optimization model helps understand the usage of
the information sets.
e The first run for the optimization model is at time t=0. At this time, we calculate the information set
(infoset) array X(t), by comparing the historical F0 forecast errors to those from an historical Ft
forecast, for each t from 1 through T.
e The resulting information set array is the learning curve for optimization run at time t=0. The model
makes optimized initial order and replenishment recommendations for a new article j, based on this
initial learning curve and F0,j forecast for the new article. Only the orders prior to t', such that
A(t')=2, are placed. Replenishment orders are delayed in practice until t', when improved demand
forecast is expected.
8 Recall that we ignore some error data for ending weeks if the weekly demand or forecast was not significant
compared to overall demand or forecast.
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* The optimization model is run again at t'; t' is not necessarily the same as t=2. At this time, the
infoset array is re-calculated by replacing FO by Ft, and infoset array is re-estimated. Note that since
we replaced FO by Ft-, the new infoset array will re-start from A(t)=1. The new infoset array, the new
article updated forecast Fi, and any left over inventory is plugged in to the optimization model. The
model evaluates this information as well expected inventory from previous orders and makes
updated purchase recommendations for the future periods. The new infoset also provides an
updated t'.
7 Sensitivity Analysis
This chapter discusses the sensitivity analyses results on input parameters such as unit cost, lead
time, spread of the distributional forecast and the cumulative percent error between the actual demand
and estimated demand of an article. For each analysis, we changed only one parameter at a time and
recorded the output of the optimization model. We present the results and related business
implications, where appropriate, in the following sections.
7.1 Unit Cost
Figure 22 shows the results for the sensitivity analysis on the unit cost for an article. We used
only two supply options: 1 and 2, with unit cost per articles C1 = C6.25 /unit and C2 = C8 /unit. Lead
times for suppliers 1 and 2 are 10 and 6 weeks respectively. The average estimated demand for this
article is 2934 units. The optimization results for these settings are recorded in the columns below
Output.
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in ut
Lead
Supply Time Unit Cost
option (week) (/unit)
1 10 6.25
2 6 8.00
Lead
Supply Time Unit Cost
option (week) (C/unit)
1 10 6.50
2 6 8.00
Lead
Supply Time Unit Cost
option (week) (C/unit)
1 10 6.75
2 6 8.00
Lead
Supply Time Unit Cost
option (week) (C/unit)
1 10 7.00
1 2 6 8.00
Sensitivity Analysis - Unit Cost
Output
Tota
Tota
Tota
Tota
Bas Case C1 6.25 t/unit
Quantity Clearance
Purchased Lost Sales Inventory
(units) Sales (units) (units) -(units)
2717
397 2
l1 3114 1 2799 1 134 34
Quantity Clearance
Purchased Lost Sales Inventory
(units) Sales (units) (units) (units)
2716
397
l 3113 2799 135 314
C1= 6.7S /unit
Quantity Clearance
Purchased Lost Sales Inventory
(units) Sales (units) (units) (units)
2686
402
1 3088 2789 145 299
C1a7.00 C/unit
Quantity Clearance
Purchased Lost Sales Inventory
(units) Sales (units) (units) (units)
2662
412
l 3074 2784 150 290
Revenue
Revenue (C)
44786
Revenue (C)
44783
Revenue (C)
44623
Revenue (C)
44536
Costs
Purchase Holding
Costs (C) Costs (C)
16979
3175
20154 5J
Purchase Holding
Costs (C) Costs (C)
17655
3175
20830 5
Purchase Holding
Costs (C) Costs (C)
18128
3216
r 21344 1 5
Purchase Holding
Costs (C) Costs (c)
18632
3296
21928 5
Figure 22. Sensitivity Analysis - Unit Cost
Under the base case, we buy 2717 units from supplier 1 and 397 units from supplier 2 over the
course of article life. The resulting net profit (revenue - purchase costs - holding costs) from this case is
C24627. With all else remaining constant, if supplier 1 cost increases to 6.50 C/unit, the quantity ordered
from supplier 1 reduces slightly to 2716 units. The resulting higher ordering costs decrease the profits to
C23948. At C1= C7.00 /unit, the quantity ordered from supplier 1 decreases significantly to 2662 units
and quantity ordered from supplier 2 increases to 412 units. The net profit still decreases due to
increase in purchasing costs and reduced sales. The decrease in profit from base case (Cl = C6.25 /unit)
to the last (C1= C 7.00 /unit) is driven mostly by increase in the purchase costs (A = + C1774) rather than
decrease in the revenue (A = - C250 euros). In comparison to these, the total inventory holding costs
reduction ((1) is irrelevant.
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Profit
Profits (C)
24627
Profits (C)
23948
Profits (C)
23274
Profits (C)
22603
C1 M 6.50 t/uni
The overall benefits resulting from supply cost reduction can be estimated before entering any
negotiations using such sensitivity analysis. If the improvements are not significant, as in the case of C1
C6.50 /unit, the buyers may find it more beneficial to negotiate other terms of contract such as lead
time.
7.2 Lead Time
Figure 23 shows the sensitivity analysis results on supply lead time. We used the same article as
for unit cost.
Sensitivity Analysis - Lead Time
Input outPut
Lead Quantity Clearance
Supply Time Unit Cost Purchased Lost Sales Inventory
option (week) (C/unit) (units) Sales (units) (units) (units)
1 10 6.25 2717
2 6 8.00 397
Total 3114 2799 134 314
IU =9 weeks
Lead Quantity Clearance
Supply Time Unit Cost Purchased Lost Sales Inventory
option (week) (f/unit) (units) Sales (units) (units) (units)
1 9 6.25 2804
2 6 8.00 311
Total 3115 2800 134 315
Lead Quantity Clearance
Supply Time Unit Cost Purchased Lost Sales Inventory
option (week) (/unit) (units) Sales (units) (units) (units)
1 8 6.25 2909
2 6 8.00 208
Total 3117 2801 132 316
Lead Quantity Clearance
Supply Time Unit Cost Purchased Lost Sales Inventory
option (week) (t/unit) (units) Sales (units) (units) (units)
1 7 6.25 3020
]2 6 8.00 99
Total 3119 2802 131 317
Revenue
Revenue (C)
44786
Revenue (C)
44800
Revenue (C)
44818
Revenue (C)
44834
Costs
Purchase Holding
Costs (C) Costs (C)
16979
3175
F 20154 5 1
Purchase Holding
costs (f) costs (c)
17523
2490
20014 5
Purchase Holding
Costs (c) costs (C)
18180
1665
19846 5
Purchase Holding
Costs (C) Costs (C)
18875
7g0
19665 5
Figure 23. Sensitivity Analysis - Lead Time
In the base case, suppliers 1 and 2 have lead time of 10 weeks 6 weeks respectively. The results
show total purchase of 2717 units from supplier 1 and 397 units from supplier 2 resulting in net profit of
C24627. As lead time of supplier 1 decreases with all else remaining constant, supplier 1 becomes more
attractive compared to supplier 2, so we order more from supplier 1 with decrease in L1. Note that
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Profit
Profits (C)
24627
Profits (C)
24782
Profits (C)
24967
Profits (C)
25164
changing the lead time has little effect on the total quantity purchased as the purchase costs for each
supplier and expected demand remain the same in all cases. So the increase in the net profit is due to
reduced costs of ordering more from supplier 1.
A change in lead time by 1 week has much higher effect on the change in order quantities than a
decreasing the unit cost by (0.25. Such trade-off information is key to negotiating the right variable
while entering in to supply negotiations.
7.3 Forecast Variability
Figure 24 shows the sensitivity analysis results on variability of the demand forecast. The base
case distribution was created assuming that the cumulative D/F errors are uniformly distributed around
the estimated demand with a standard deviation of 0.40. This high variability case results in high
clearance inventory of 693 units and lost sales of 305 units. In the next case, the standard deviation
reduces to 0.20, so the spread of cumulative demand distribution reduces to half of that in base case.
The SR column represents the ratio of the spread of the demand distribution in the base case to the
current case. When the standard deviation reduces to 0.20, SR = 2; the total quantity purchased
reduces, the clearance inventory and the lost sales also reduce by about 50% of that in the base case.
The profits increase to (24672. Note that this is same as the base cases in Sections 7.1 and 7.2.
When the spread ratio further increases to four, the clearance inventory and lost sales again
reduce by about 50% and 64% respectively, but the sales do not increase by large percentage and
therefore the profit increase (C1676 = (26303 - C24627) is not as big as that in the previous case. The
increase in profit is even smaller for spread ratio of eight compared to previous cases.
Although the incremental benefit of reducing variability on the season profits is low, it has
significant effect on amount of inventory left for clearance. Thus, forecast variability is a major
determinant of amount of inventory left for clearance sales and should be reduced in order to reduce
the clearance stock.
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Sensitivity Analysis - Forecast Variability
[input I Ioutput
Lead
Supply Time Unit Cost
option (week) (C/unit) SR Std Dev
1 2.0 6.25 1.0 .4
21.00 0.40
Lead
Supply Time Unit Cost
option (week) (C/unit) SR Std Dev
1 10 6.25 200 0 202 6 8.00
Lead
Supply Time Unit Cost
option (week) (C/unit) SR Std Dev
1 10 6.25
2 6 8.00 4.00 11W
Lead
Supply Time Unit Cost
option (week) (/unit) SR Std Dev
1 10 6.25 8.00 0.052 6 8.00
Revenue
Quantity Clearance
Purchased Lost Sales inventory
(units) Sales (units) (units) (units) Revenue (C)
2860
506
Total 3366 2673 305 693 42763
Quantity Clearance
Purchased Lost Sales Inventory
(units) Sales (units) (units) (units) Revenue (C)
2717
397
Total 3114 2799 134 314 44786
Quantity Clearance
Purchased Lost Sales inventory
(units) Sales (units) (units) (units) Revenue (C)
2662
358
Total 3020 2863 48 157 45809
Quantity Clearance
Purchased Lost Sales Inventory
(units) Sales (units) (units) (units) Revenue (C)
2791
191
Total 2983 2872 28 111 45952
Costs
Purchase Holding
costs (C) costs (
17l87 ~
21921 10
Purchase Holding
costs (C) costs (M)
16979
3175
20154 5
Purchase Holding
costs (C) Costs (C)
16638
2865
19502 3 1
Purchase Holding
costs (C) Costs (C)
17445
1531
18977 2 1
Figure 24. Sensitivity Analysis -Forecast Variability
7.4 Forecast Accuracy
Figure 25 shows the sensitivity analysis results on the percent error of the estimated cumulative
demand versus the observed cumulative demand. We chose percent error instead of the absolute
percent error as the results for the negative and positive percent errors of same magnitude are
significantly different as discussed below.
The base case represents the scenario where the actual demand is just 1% higher than the
estimated demand. The base case has 523 units to be sold as clearance inventory. This means that even
with the actual demand similar to the estimation, we will have about 17% (523/3114) more inventory
than the actual demand. This extra inventory is needed to maintain a safety stock for high forecast
variability which is discussed later.
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Profit
Profits (C)
20832
Profits (C)
24627
Profits (c)
26303
Profits (C)
26974
Sensitivity Analysis - Cumulative Percent Error
Input Output
Revenue Costs Profit
Bane Case:9E=%
Lead Quantity Clearance
Supply Time Unit Cost Pecent Purchased Lost Sales Inventory Purchase Holding
option (week) (C/unit) Error (units) Sales (units) (units) (units) Revenue (C) Costs (C) Costs (C) Profits (C)
1 10 6.25 2785 17405
2 6 8.00 1 694 55
Total 3479 2956 0 523 47295 22961 0 24335
PEga.1096
Lead Quantity Clearance
Supply Time Unit Cost Pecent Purchased Lost Sales inventory Purchase Holding
option (week) (C/unit) Error (% ( units) Sales (units) (units) (units) Revenue (C) Costs () costs (C) Profits (C)
1 10 6.2S 2648 16552
2 6 8.00 0 0
Total 2648 2648 0 0 42367 16552 0 25814
Lead Quantity Clearance
Supply Time Unit Cost Pecent Purchased Lost Sales Inventory Purchase Holding
option (week) (C/unit) Error (%) (units) Sales (units) (units) (units) Revenue (C) Costs (f) Costs (C) Profits (C)
1 10 6.25 -20 2648 16552
2 6 8.00 0 0
Total 2648 2448 0 200 39174 16552 0 22621
PE = IO
Lead Quantity Clearance
Supply Time Unit Cost Pecent Purchased Lost Sales Inventory Purchase Holding
option (week) (/unit) Error (%) (units) Sales (units) (units) (units) Revenue (C) Costs (C) Costs (c) Profits (C)
1 10 6.25 2785 17405
2 6 8.00 694 5555
Total 3479 3267 0 212 52272 22961 0 29312
Figure 25. Sensitivity Analysis - Forecast Accuracy
In the case PE = -10%, where the actual demand is 10% lower than the estimated demand, the
model identifies the low demand scenario and therefore there is no replenishment order from supplier
2. As a result, the sales and profits are lower than the base case. Following the same reason, in the case
of PE = -20%, the order quantity and thereby the profits are lower due to lower actual demand.
When PE = 10%, the actual demand is 10% higher than the estimated demand. Due to safety
stock, we are able to satisfy this demand and sell more than the base case. As a result, the net profit for
PE = 10% case are in fact higher than those for the base case. The sales for PE = 20% are higher than PE =
10% case, resulting in even higher profits. However, there is also increase in the lost sales due to
insufficient inventory.
While it may be desirable to sell more in high-demand scenarios, higher than expected demand
for one article could also cannibalize sales of other similar products planned during the same selling
period and stores, potentially reducing overall profits for the two articles. As a result, positive percent
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error, though profitable for one article, is not desirable for group of similar articles sharing the same
demand pool.
8 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work
We developed and implemented a modular forecasting and optimization based system to
support sourcing decisions at Zara. Our tests on forecasting group articles show that the learning
increased after third week of the article introduction. This means that the CD/F errors are 50% less
variable for updated forecast F3 compared to those from pre-season forecast F0, which is a significant
improvement. Using this narrower distribution to estimate demand would result in significantly less
variability in the demand scenarios and therefore reduce safety stock and lost sales through more
accurate purchase recommendations. Reduction in safety stock inventory and lost sales translates
directly to higher profits. The earlier such improvement in the forecast can be made, the more room
there is to order replenishments from the cheaper supply options, which can further add to profit by
reducing purchase costs. Our study was based on limited sample size, with about 30 articles in the
forecasting group. It is recommended to do a "virtual" test of the entire system on a larger group of
articles for determining the learning curve information. We expect that more data will result in better
estimation of the empirical error distribution and the learning curve.
For measuring historical forecast errors, we grouped articles by subfamilies (for example
women's t-shirts). However, articles in the same subfamily may exhibit very different demand patterns.
For example, casual and business shirts for women fall under the same subfamily but the former are
considered 'basic' articles with more predictable demand whereas the latter are considered as 'fashion'
articles with less predictable and typically shorter demand curve. It is recommended to study such
differences or commonality in demand behavior amongst articles and re-categorize them accordingly.
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The optimization model currently calculates the inventory requirements on the basis of the
demand, supply constraints, cost and pricing information. It can be used to set constraints on amount of
inventory left for clearance sales. If the clearance sales quantity is set to a non-zero quantity, the model
will recommend purchasing certain quantity to satisfy clearance sales requirement. After discussion with
Zara's management, it was decided to optimize profits for main selling season, so the clearance sales
quantity was set to zero. The business case for limiting the markdown period inventory below the
profit-maximizing amount is to limit clearance inventory from flooding the stores at the cost of sales of
newer items. Also an estimation of minimum display stock can be used to more accurately predict initial
shipment requirements. This estimation can be added as a fixed quantity to the optimization output.
Given that all inputs to the model are prepared beforehand, the model takes only about 15 seconds to
provide explicit sourcing decisions for each ordering period, which is a significant improvement over
current ordering methods, that do not employ dynamic optimization across different supply options.
However, Zaral methods will require significant amount work from the IT department for generating
forecasting and optimization results and maintaining the database, thus increasing the resource
requirement compared to the current ordering methods.
A direct comparison of forecasting accuracy and optimization outcomes with current method
was not possible as there was no benchmark forecasting data available to compare against. We
recommended performing a virtual test with a larger group of articles as well as a live pilot test to
determine if the Zaral system results in better forecasting and purchase outcomes compared to existing
methods. For the pilot test, the buyers will provide comparable information as well as conduct
benchmark testing on one set of articles (control group). Another similar set of articles (test group) will
be tested using Zaral methods. The two methods will be compared on metrics such as overall forecast
accuracy and profits for the main campaign. The results of the pilot will help determine the feasibility
and readiness of the project for implementation on a larger scale.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Detailed Process Map for Zaral Project
Zaral Process Map
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Figure 26. Detailed Process Map for Zaral Project
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Appendix B: Percentile Function
Suppose we want to find a pth percentile from an array of values ai, a2, a3 ,..., aN arranged in an
ascending order.
First we calculate the rank n of the Pth percentile.
P
n = (N - 1) + 1
n is then split into its integer component i and decimal component d such that
n= k+d
Then the value of the pth percentile is calculated as
a, forn = 1
a"= aN forn = N
ak + d *(ak+1 - ak) for 1 < n < N
